macchina.io REMOTE delivers
remote access for service
partners and end users

Telephony and
communication
systems
AGFEO, founded 1947 in Bielefeld, Germany, is a leading European manufacturer of telephony and
communication systems for small to medium-sized offices and companies.
These systems consist of a central unit, called a Private Branch Exchange (PBX), and the actual phones
which are connected to the PBX. Modern PBX systems use a technology called Voice over IP (VoIP),
where voice calls are transmitted over the internet and local IP networks. This provides greater flexibility,
scalability and greatly reduces the cost and effort to set-up and maintain telephony infrastructure.
AGFEO ES-series systems are PBX devices available in different variants and sizes, for up to 200 users.
AGFEO’s HyperVoice system is a software-only VoIP PBX solution, supporting up to 250 users and 80
simultaneous calls.
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